The diameters dr of inner ring structures in disk galaxies are used as geometric distance indicators to derive the distances of 453 spiral and lenticular galaxies, mainly in the distance interval 4 < ~ < 63 Mpc. The diameters are weighted means from the catalogs of Kormendy, Pedreros and Madore, and the authors. The distances are calculated by means of the two-and three-parameter formulae of Paper II; the adopted mean distance moduli µ, 0 (r) have mean errors from all sources of 0.6-0.7 mag for the well-observed galaxies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Papers I and II of this series ( de V aucouleurs and Buta 1980a: Buta and de Vaucouleurs 1982) a quaternary distance indicator based on the well-defined diameters of inner ring structures in spiral and lenticular galaxies was developed, beginning with a dimensionless analysis to determine the form of the calibration relation (Paper I), and continuing with the absolute calibration (Paper II). It was shown that ring diameters are viable geometric distance indicators whose errors, in the best cases, are -0.6-0.7 mag, making them competitive with the main tertiary indicators. In this paper we present a table of distance moduli, µ, 0 (r), in the range 28 < µ, 0 (r) < 34, derived from inner ring diameters for 453 lenticular and spiral galaxies of types S0° to Sd ( -2 < T < 7).
Both the two-and three-parameter calibration formulae (eqs.
[4] and [IO] in Paper II) have been used to derive distance moduli, and we have attempted to calculate the approximate error of each individual modulus due to classification and measuring errors and to cosmic scatter ( § II). The µ, 0 ( r) distance scale will then be tested by 1 United States-Australia Fulbright Research Scholar I 981-1982. 2 Visiting Fellow, Research School of Physical Sciences, Australian National University, 1981 University, -1982 , on leave from the University of Texas at Austin.
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comparing it with a variety of distance scales from tertiary indicators ( § III). In a subsequent paper, applications will be made to several nearby groups and clusters and to the more distant Hercules Supercluster to derive the Hubble constant.
II. CALCULATION OF DISTANCE MODULI FROM INNER RING DIAMETERS a) Formulae
In Paper II several formulae were derived for calculating distance moduli based on inner ring diameters. Each of these requires knowledge of the parent galaxy classification parameters corresponding to family F, stage T, and luminosity class (corrected for inclination) LeHere Fis coded as -I for SA, -0.5 for S~B, 0.0 for SAB, 0.5 for S~, and 1.0 for SB galaxies, and T and L are coded on the RC2 numerical scale ( de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and Corwin 1976) . When all three of these parameters are available for a given galaxy, the distance modulus is derived from µ,~1( r) = 35.73-5 log d~(0,4,3) , (1) where logd~(0,4,3) = log dr -0.15F A further restriction made in the derivation of the coefficients in equation (2) requires that the formula be applied only to galaxies for which the corrected luminosity index Ac= (T + Lc)/10 ~ 1. 2. 3 . Because Le is not available for many of the spirals with T ~ 2 and, furthermore, is not defined for T < 2 an alternative two-parameter formula derived in Pape; II may be used to calculate distance moduli: f!~(r) =36.73-5logdi(o,2.5 
+0.05(Lc-3)
where log di(o,2.5) = log d, -0.15F-C 1 ( T-2.5) ( 4) reduces the apparent ring diameter to F = 0 and T = 2.5.
Here C 1 has two values depending on the stage: C 1 = 0.05 for -2~T~2, while C 1 =-0.12 for 3~T~7. The precision of the moduli from this formula is only slightly poorer than that from the three-parameter formula.
b) Ring Diameters
The ring diameter data are taken from three catalogs: (i) that of de Vaucouleurs and Buta (1980 b ) , which includes measurements of inner ring diameters in over ~00 galaxies and which formed the basis of the analyses m Papers I and II; (ii) that of Pedreros and Madore ( 1981 ) , which includes measurements of 144 rings, many of which are in common with (i); and (iii) a list by Kormendy (1979) of major and minor axis dimensions of inner rings in 45 SB galaxies of which 42 are in common with (i) and 18 are in common with (ii). The overlap among the three independently measured samples allowed us to determine the mean error in each set for rings larger than -0'.5 (see Appendix A, Paper II). Weighted means of the separate measures, where available, are used for the final distances given in Appendix A of this paper; the relative weights chosen were w(i) = 1, w(ii) = 2, and w(iii) = 4, with unit weight corresponding to a mean error of -O' . l. 3 Another, slightly more complicated, three-parameter formula was also derived in Paper II ( § IIId, eq. [61) . 1bis formula accounts for ~ shght but possibly significant dependence on family of the lummos1ty class term, designated a 3 . It was found that a 3 varies from -0.02 for SB galaxies to -0.065 for SAB galaxies, and could be as large as -0.10 for SA galaxies. However, because the errors of individual distance moduli from inner rings are typically -0.6 mag_ or more, this refinement does not improve significantly the prec1~10n of the de~ved distance moduli. We have therefore adopted the simpler reduct10n formula ( eq. [21) to calculate the final threeparameter distance moduli given in the Appendix.
c) Errors
In Pai:ier II the_typical errors of distance moduli /. Lo(r) were estimated, first by comparing the calculated moduli with /. Lo(Vu) , the weighted mean modulus based on the 21 c~ line width (Bottinelli eta!. 1980) , and then by propagation of errors in the calibration formulae. This analysi~ showed that most of the dispersion in /.Lo(r) can be attnbuted to classification errors. In addition diferences in cos~c scatter between SA and SB rin~s are important, ordmary spirals having a much larger scatter. It was also shown that when the type T and luminosity class L are marked * or $ (indicating degrees of uncertainty) in RC2, the ring moduli are generally less precise than when T and L are not so marked. Because of these differences in the precision of the input data and in the cosmic scatter among the different families, we have calculated by propagation of errors the approximate error in _each individual distance modulus /.Lo(r) listed in Appendix A. Details of the error analysis are given in Appendix B.
III. COMPARISON OF DISTANCE SCALES
It is important when setting up a distance scale from a new indicator to compare it with other available distance scales in order to check its linearity over the widest possible range of distances. In addition to the moduli from optical and H I indicators, µ 0 (Ac) ( de Vaucouleurs 1979b) and /.Lo (Vu) (Bottinelli et al. 1980) , which were used to calibrate the ring diameters, a number of other tertiary and quaternary distance scales can be compared with the µ 0 (r) distance scale. For the spirals we can use the moduli µ 0 (Ae) (de Vaucouleurs 1979b) , which are calculated from Ac and the logarithmic effective apertures log A e given in RC2, and the moduli µ 0 (Bf) derived from the brightest superassociations (Wray and de Vaucouleurs 1980) which, in addition to A 0 depend on the total color index (B -v) 0 and the axis ratio R 25 of the parent galaxy. For th; len~iculars (T = -1, -2), distance moduli /.Lo( av) newly denved from the central velocity dispersion av with errors 0.6 mag or better are available (de Vaucouleurs and Olson 1982) . This distance scale is particularly valuable since ringed lenticulars in our sample were calibrated solely from their presumed membership in nearby groups. An additional check on the calibration for ~enticulars and early spirals is provided by 24 objects haVlllg types T ~ 2 for which moduli /.Lo( V M) are availab~e. Since b_oth the slope and zero point of the TullyFisher relat.lon derived by Bottinelli et al. (1980) were fixed by observations of the later type spirals (2 ~ T ~ 7) this comparison also provides a much needed check o~ their distance moduli for the earlier types. For about a dozen ringed spirals, distance moduli /.Lo(m 0 ) based on the apparent magnitudes at maximum of Type I and Type II supernovae and on the postmaximum plateau ±o. on NOTES.
-(!) After prerejection of rs types and galaxies where Tor Lis uncertain; (2) after prerejection of galaxies having i < 20° and a(log w 0 );,, 0.10; (3) after prerejection of galaxies having galactic extinction correction A 8 > 0.50 mag; (4) after 2 a rejection of NGC 1659, 4559, 4725, 5669 and 6925; (5) after 2 a rejection of NGC 991, 1068 , 1073 , 2889 , 3455, 7137, and IC 1953 (6) Bull. AAS, 14, 516 [1982] ); (10) after prerejection of 23 Virgo Cluster galaxies and other objects with V 0 < 500 km s -1 or µ, 0 ( H*) > 34.0 (see text) and 2 a rejection of NGC 2082 , 2681 , 2852 , 3455, 4699, 4725, 5371, 7020, 7184, 7217, 7625, 7702, and IC 2209 (11) after 2 a rejection of NGC 1073, 5383, and 7184; (12) includes SN 1981b in NGC 4536 with preliminary µ, 0 (M 0 ) = 30.00; (13) after prerejection of six Virgo Cluster galaxies and other objects with V 0 < 500 km s-1 or µ, 0 (H*) < 34.0 (see text), and 2 a rejection of NGC 4448, 5371, 5383, and 7184.
a Biased by correlation effects; see text. bS!ope means are for uncorrelated indicators only (not in parentheses); (a)= mean slope weighted by inverse formal variance in value of S, with (µ, 0 (r)-µ, 0 ) weighted according to N over all the comparisons; (/1) Table I gives a detailed summary of the results of the comparisons for the two-and three-parameter formulae separately. For each comparison scale µ, 0 , the table gives the slope S = aµ, 0 ( r )/ aµ, 0 of the mean regression line, the unweighted mean of the µ, 0 values, the mean zeropoint difference (µ, 0 (r)-µ, 0 ), the standard deviation a 12 of the fit, and the approximate range of µ, 0 values involved in the comparison. Because there are few ringed galaxies closer than 5 Mpc, the overlap ranges are typically only 4.5-5 mag (28.5 :S µ, 0 (r) :S 33.5). The samples involved in the correlations are generally restricted to the best observed galaxies ( as previously defined) unless the sample is small. Note that Table 1 gives for each correlation the impartial line solution, which assumes equal errors in the two coordinates.
a) Comments on Individual Comparisons
Of the seven comparison scales in Table IA, four [µ, 0 (VM), µ, 0 (av), µ, 0 (m 0 ), and µ, 0 (H*)] are completely independent of the µ, 0 (r) scale, while the other three [µ, 0 (AJ, µ, 0 (Ae), and µ, 0 (Bn] are correlated with the µ, 0 (r) scale via Ac because the ring diameters themselves depend on T and Le-Because the two-parameter formula (eq. [3] ) can be applied to a larger number of galaxies and a wider range of types than the threeparameter formula (eq.
[1]), we illustrate in Figure la -g only the comparisons with µ,~(r), excluding µ, 0 (H*) which is discussed separately in § IIIb. For all of the comparison scales, except µ, 0 ( Ac), the impartial line slopes are satisfactorily close to unity within the rather large combined mean errors; the small zero-point differences are also not significant in most cases. The comparisons in Figures le and If, in particular, indicate that our calibration of ringed lenticulars and early spirals suffers no serious systematic zero-point or scale error. The larger scatter in Figure 1 c is probably due to the V M moduli, because early-type galaxies generally are poor in hydrogen and the 21 cm line emission weak compared to later type spirals.
The large slope found in the comparisons between µ, 0 (r) and µ, 0 (Ac) is somewhat disturbing, and at first glance suggests that a scale error may be present in one or the other of the two sets of moduli over the indicated 4.5 mag range. However, this interpretation is contradicted by the excellent agreement between the µ, 0 (Ac) and µ, 0 (VM) scales over a much larger (15 mag) interval of distance moduli (Bottinelli et al. 1980 
From the coefficients in equation (2) From the comparisons above, particularly with independent moduli, we conclude that the distance scale derived from ring diameters is linear over the range 28 < µ, 0 ( r) < 34 within a few percent. This is a substantial fraction of the range over which this distance indicator will be of practical use since we expect that inner rings will not be easily detected at µ, 0 > 37 ( ~ > 250 Mpc). Of the 453 galaxies in our distance catalog, 418 have known radial velocities ranging from + 300 to + 10,000
4 Of course, since all the scales compared rest on the same zero point defined by the basic primary and secondary indicators (de Vaucouleurs 1978a-d) , the comparisons above provide no independent verification of this zero point. However, it has been shown elsewhere (de Vaucouleurs 1982a, b, c) that not only the linearity but also the zero point of the present distance scale can be precisely verified by a new approach which depends only on our Galaxy as fundamental calibrator. In Paper II we tested for a Malmquist bias in the calibrating samples for the two-and three-parameter formulae by calculating the reduced logarithmic ring diameters (in kpc), log D,c (0, 2.5) and log D,C (0, 4, 3), and testing for a dependence of these presumed constants on distance. Although a Malmquist effect is certainly present in these samples, no significant dependence of either of these quantities on distance was found out to µ, 0 (H*) = 33.5, indicating that our calibrating samples were reasonably free of bias. Figure 2a, Included on the graph are 11 members of the Hercules Supercluster, the details of which will be described in Paper IV of this series, and a few objects from Pedreros and Madore ( 1981) that were rejected from Table 3 . If we exclude the Hercules galaxies from consideration for the moment, the graph shows that nearly every object with µ, 0 (H*)>34 has µ,~(r)<34,
Furthermore, virtually all of the discrepant ringed galaxies are from the catalog of Pedreros and Madore (1981) (symbolized by crosses in Fig. 2a ) , and, in general, these are galaxies whose ring diameters and classification parameters are based on the Palomar Sky Survey (PSS).
In fact, the bias in the Pedreros and Madore sample can be traced to redshifts a low as 3000 km s -1 , or µ, 0 ( H*) = 32.4, and it was for this reason that they restricted their calibrating sample to radial velocities less than 2200 km s-1 • Figure 2a shows that a set of ringed galaxies of which a significant fraction were identified as such only on the small scale PSS prints is likely to be severely biased at large redshifts because only the very largest rings are detected. Also, the risk of being led astray by false rings is increased since the low plate scale may cause spiral patterns to mimic ring structures when the image is blurred and poorly resolved.
In Figure 2b the ring moduli µ,~(r) are replotted versus the µ, 0 (H*) moduli for a sample similar to that of 
. for (a) nonbarred (A) galaxies, (b) weakly barred or mixed (~B, AB, and A~) galaxies, and (c) barred (B) galaxies. Sample is the same as in Fig. 2b and indicates the absence of significant bias among the different families despite . the differences in cosmic dispersion. The resulting sample appears to be relatively free of bias. This is confirmed by least-squares (impartial line) solutions, ±0.099 for N = 287 galaxies, with a 12 = 1.14 mag, or µ~(r) = 31.64 + 1.012 [µ 0 (H*)-31.67] (7) ±0.078 after 2 a rejection of 13 objects. Here a 12 = 0.99 mag would indicate that a 1 , a 2 ""'0.7 mag (assuming a 1 = a 2 ).
Since redshift is a relatively poor distance indicator ( de V aucouleurs and Bollinger 1979) , this error is probably reasonable for redshift moduli, and it is consistent with that derived earlier for the rings (see also Appendix B).
In Figure 3a -c the same µ~(r), µ 0 (H*) correlations are plotted for the three families separately. Table 2 summarizes the corresponding impartial line solutions. Except for the slight trend in the mean differences (µ~(r)-µ 0 (H*)), there are no serious departures from unit slope nor is a serious bias evident in any family. The large slope in the SA, LA comparison is too high since SA, LA rings are probably poorer distance indicators than redshift, and in any case it is not significantly different from unity. The systematic trend in the mean differences may, however, reflect a residual error in the coefficient of the F parameter. Because the trend could also be due just to statistical fluctuations in the small samples, we will make no correction for the effect, although its presence underlines the critical sensitivity of the derived moduli to the F parameter, especially when the cosmic scatter depends also on family (see Appendix B for numerical estimates of this intrinsic scatter).
[f) •For same sample as in Fig. 2b and Table IA . blncluding ~ and A~ types.
We conclude that the ring diameter distance scale given in Appendix A is relatively free of Malmquist bias for redshift moduli less than 34 ( corrected radial velocity V 0 < 6000 km s -1 ) for the samples of de Vaucouleurs and Buta (set i) and Kormendy (set iii). The Pedreros and Madore sample (set ii), which includes galaxies with radial velocities up to 13,000 km s -1 , suffers a Malmquist bias over much of its redshift range (mainly for V 0 > 3000 km s -1 ) because of the inadequate resolution of the PSS prints at high redshifts. In Paper IV of this series, we will apply the µ, 0 (r) distance calibration to a number of groups and clusters ranging from Virgo to the Hercules Supercluster in order to make a reliable determination of the Hubble constant free of all local perturbations.
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APPENDIX A DISTANCE MODULI OF 453 LENTICULAR AND SPIRAL GALAXIES FROM INNER RING DIAMETERS
The catalog of ring distance moduli-given in Table 3 -is arranged as follows: column (1) gives the object designation (NGC, IC, or anonymous). Columns (2)- (5) give the numerical values of the classification parameters for family F, stage T, corrected luminosity class Le, and variety v. The refinements for family and variety are based in most cases on classifications given by de Vaucouleurs (1963); they are coded in the manner adopted in Papers I and II as F= -1 for A, -0.5 for~' 0.0 for AB, 0.5 for~' and 1.0 for B galaxies, and v = -I for (r), -0.5 for (_!s), 0.0 for (rs), and 0.5 for (r §) varieties. The stage and luminosity class are on the RC2 numerical scale. Columns (6) and (7) give, respectively, the logarithm of the apparent major axis diameter of the ring in units of 0'.l and the source of the ring diameter measurement (K = Kormendy 1979, P = Pedreros and Madore 1981, and V = de Vaucouleurs and Buta 1980b). Where several independent measures were available, the ring diameter listed is a weighted mean (see § IIb). The mean error in the ring diameter is calculated as described in Appendix B. Column (8) gives the corrected radial velocity V 0 , taken either directly from RC2 or from an unpublished list of improved velocities based on post-RC2 data. Columns (9) and (IO) give the values of the distance moduli µ, 0 (AJ derived from the corrected luminosity index Ac (de Vaucouleurs 1979b, expanded version of Table 1) , and µ 0 (VM) derived from the 21 cm line width (Bottinelli et al. 1980; Bottinelli, Gouguenheim, and Paturel 1982; de Vaucouleurs et al. 1981) used to calibrate the rings in spirals later than Sa. If available, VM moduli for objects earlier than Sab are also listed. Note that galaxies earlier than Sab were calibrated via mean group moduli; these moduli are listed in Paper II, Table 6 . . 
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• 7 1 3C.7 E 3 0 . 5~ 03 . 84 . 82 . 83 . 03 . 46 . 48 .61 32. 59 .58 No. 1, 1983 GALACTIC DISTANCE INDICATORS 167 Al 720+ 30) were rejected for the same reasons, as were 37 objects which in our ring diameter catalog are classified as being of the ( s) variety in RC2.
APPENDIXB ERROR ANALYSIS
The individual variances of the distance moduli µ, 0 (r) given in Appendix A were calculated as follows:
for the two-parameter formula, and
for the three-parameter formula. In these equations, A symbolizes the zero point of the ring distance scale and CS denotes cosmic scatter. The various contributions to the errors were estimated as follows: l. Zero-point error a(A).-This combines the mean internal error of the zero point from the least-squares solutions in Paper II ( afi = 0.15 mag and af 11 = 0.10 mag) and the external mean error (0.2 mag) of the zero point of the tertiary calibrators. The total zero-point mean errors are a 11 (A) = 0.25 mag and am(A) = 0.22 mag.
2. Measuring errors.-The error in the measured apparent ring diameter d, is calculated from
where w; = I, 2, and 4 for sets (i), (ii) , and (iii) respectively, as discussed in § IIb. The mean errors in the individual sets were found to be almost independent of d,; hence, errors in log (d,) can be calculated from
Equations ( -In Papers I and II it was emphasized that both the dimensionless and metric properties of inner rings in ordinary spirals (SA) are affected by a much larger cosmic scatter than the rings of barred spirals (SB). To quantitatively estimate the relative cosmic scatter we used ring moduli calculated from equations (3) and ( 4) for galaxies with well-defined input parameters (no * or$ on T, nor § type rings) and compared them with corresponding µ,~(VM) moduli, restricting these also to those galaxies having the best input data (as defined in Paper II). An analysis of the quantity ~µ,~(r)-µ,~(VM )) for each of the families separately yielded the following approximate mean errors for the spirals: a[µ,~(r)] = 0.8 mag for 16 SA, 0.7 mag for 42 SAB (including S~B and SA~ types), and 0.6 mag for 38 SB galaxies. These values assume that for the sample of galaxies used, a[µ,~(VM)] = 0.4 mag as determined by Bottinelli et al. ( 1980) . If we assume, as shown in § V of Paper II, that, for the spirals, classification and measuring errors contribute on the average -0.6 mag to the dispersion of the calculated ring moduli, then the differences in a [µ, 0 (r)] found here for the different families can probably be attributed mostly to differences in cosmic scatter. The cosmic scatter can then be estimated by which yields a( CS)= 0.5 mag for SA galaxies, 0.35 mag for S~B, SAB, and SA~ galaxies, and 0.0 mag for SB galaxies. 
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BUTA AND DE VAUCOULEURS Vol. 51 That SB rings come out to have virtually no cosmic scatter reflects the approximate nature of this analysis, but the trend with family is certainly significant. Rather than use the values derived above directly, we adopt the following as a reasonable interpolation: for SA galaxies, o( CS)= 0.5 mag; for S~B galaxies, o( CS)= 0.4 mag: for SAB galaxies, o( CS)= 0.3 mag; for S~ galaxies, o( CS)= 0.2 mag; and for SB galaxies, o( CS)= 0.1 mag. 5. Variety.- The above error analysis applies strictly to the best defined rings, i.e., those classified by de Vaucouleurs (1963) as r, rs, and rs. In the least-squares solutions of Paper II we found no indication that closed rings (r) are more precise distance indicators than pseudo-rings (rs). However, pseudo-rings dominated by the s-characteristic ( designated r §) do tend to show a somewhat larger scatter mainly because such features are generally weak and ill defined. Since the locations of these weak ring features are consistent with their being directly related to the better defined rings, we have not rejected them from Appendix A, although they were not used in some of the least-squares solutions in Papers I and II. To approximately estimate the scatter of the r §-type rings, we again compare ring moduli µ~(r) with µ 0 (VM) (spirals with T~ 2 only). For 20 r § rings in a sample with no* or$ on T, compared to the best VM moduli, we find that o[µ~(r §)-µ 0 (VM)l = 0.88, indicating that o[µ~(r §)]:::::: 0.78 mag. For the same sample but including only galaxies of types r, rs, and rs, o[µ,~(r,rs, rs)]:::::: 0.68 mag. A rough estimate of the mean cosmic scatter over all families is then obtained by again assuming that classification and measuring errors contribute 0.6 mag to the dispersion, which leads to o( cs)(r §) = 0.5 mag and o( cs)(r,!s, rs)= 0.3 mag. On the further assumption that the relative cosmic scatter is the same for each family, we adopt o( cs)(r §, F) = 1.5 o( cs )(r,!s, rs, F), taking for the latter the values indicated in the previous paragraph.
6. Intrinsic shapes of inner rings. -In the construction of the ring distance scale, it has been assumed that inner rings are circular to first order. A special study by Kormendy (1979) suggests, but does not establish, that this is probably not a bad assumption because the distribution of apparent axis ratios of inner rings in -35 SB galaxies in his sample indicates that very few can have an intrinsic b /a:,;;; 0.85. On the other hand, we presented in Paper I arguments to the effect that, at least in SB spirals, rings are elliptical with the major axis along the bar. We are currently reexamining the question of SB ring shapes, but note that recent theories (e.g., Schwarz 1979) suggest that inner rings in SB galaxies are not likely to be round because they may be associated with orbits near the corotation resonance, which are generally elongated along the bar. However, we do not expect the mean intrinsic axis ratio of SB rings to be significantly less than 0.8, which, if correct, should lead to a maximum error of only ± 10% ind,, as suggested in Paper II. Compared to the other errors already discussed, this is a negligible source of dispersion in the ring distance scale. There has been no study of the intrinsic shapes of inner rings in SA or SAB galaxies, but it is reasonable to expect them to be more nearly round than in SB galaxies. For SB rings, we adopt os(log d,) = 0.015 as the approximate mean error due to neglect of their ellipticity. For SAB and SA rings, we adopt os(log d,) = 0.007 and 0.000, respectively. 7. Early-type galaxies.-ln calculating the total errors of the ring moduli for T:,;;; I, it will be assumed that errors due to cosmic scatter, classification, and departures from circularity are the same as for galaxies of later types. With regard to cosmic scatter, this is reasonable since it is clear from the data in Appendix A that LA inner rings are poorer distance indicators than LB rings. Because the rings in early-type galaxies depend more weakly on type than those in later spirals, equation (B 1) will generally lead to smaller errors for the early-type galaxies. This causes a slight inconsistency at T= 2 where equations (Bl) and (B2) yield o(µ~) < o(µ~1). The comparisons between µ~(r) and µ 0 (0 0 ), µ, 0 (VM) do not yield conclusive evidence that the errors are indeed smaller for the early-type galaxies. Therefore, the errors tabulated for µ~(r) when T:,;;; 2 may be underestimates and should be regarded as provisional. 8 . Confusion of rings.-A potentially serious source of error, and one which could lead to very discrepant distances, is confusion of ring types particularly in nonbarred galaxies. In Paper II (see also Pedreros and Madore 1981) a few objects were pointed out in which an outer ring has possibly been confused with an inner ring; the main examples are NGC 3267, 3269, and 4429, to which we now add NGC 1358. There are also a few cases where the feature identified as an inner ring in a nonbarred ( or even weakly barred) galaxy may be an analog of the nuclear ringlike structures that are commonly observed in barred spirals; the main examples here may be NGC 1068, 1317, 2681, and 4459. Once isolated, confused outer rings are generally readily identified since there is usually little or no structure outside the rings. Misinterpreted nuclear rings would be much harder to identify, simply because one cannot be sure on the basis of morphology alone that the suspected ring is different from a "normal" inner ring, except in barred spirals. This kind of confusion will thus occasionally lead to abnormally large residuals relative to other distance indicators, but we believe that the number of cases in our catalog where this has occurred is less than 5%.
The calculated total external error of each individual modulus is tabulated in Appendix A To verify that these errors adequately represent the mean external errors for the spirals as derived in Paper II, values of ( o[µ 0 (r)]) were calculated for the two-and three-parameter formulae for the same galaxies used in the comparison with µ 0 ( 
